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By Joyce Lavene

Berkley Prime Crime, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. The mayor of Duck, North Carolina, Dae O Donnell, is a woman with a gift for finding
lost things. Sometimes it leads her to lost keys or earrings and sometimes it leads her to murder
DIRTY CAMPAIGNING Two weeks before the mayoral election, Dae gets sidetracked from her political
aspirations by a spirit in need of rescuing. An antique amber necklace allows Dae to connect with
Maggie Madison, a witch who wants Dae to rebury her bones so she can rest in peace. But digging
leads Dae to an even bigger mystery, a forty-year-old murder with ties to Randal Mad Dog Wilson,
her mayoral opponent. Dae wants to run a clean race, but town sentiment is mixed about whether
she s using her abilities to get the election to go her way. And when she learns that her own
grandfather the former sheriff of Dare County might be mixed up in the long-buried tragedy, Dae
will have to uncover the real killer and put Maggie to rest, before her political career ends up six feet
under.
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ReviewsReviews

I just began reading this pdf. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of hard to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jensen B ins-- Jensen B ins

It is great and fantastic. It can be writter in easy phrases and never hard to understand. You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your respective
time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you request me).
-- Michel Ha lvor son-- Michel Ha lvor son
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